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Introduction
The Alabama Water Resources Research Institute (AWRRI, located at Auburn University, is an
interdisciplinary, multi-campus research and outreach center that serves to focus the talents of faculty from
public and private universities statewide on pressing problems in Alabama's water resources. The AWRRI - in
partnership with state and federal agencies, the public and private sector, and the research universities
throughout the state - continues the creed of research, education, and information dissemination. The AWRRI
is in a position to bring about change for the future by exploring how to preserve and protect the earth and its
resources in ways that take into account Alabamian's economic, health, and social needs. The Institute
understands that water quality, economic viability, and community development are not mutually exclusive.
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Research Program Introduction

Research Program Introduction
The Alabama Water Resources Research Institute (AWRRI)is administered as part of the Auburn University
Water Resources Center (AU-WRC) and the Director of the AU-WRC also serves as Director of the AWRRI.
The purpose of both the Alabama Water Resources Research Institute and the Auburn University Water
Resources Center is to bridge the gap between the way nature works and the way people think by
understanding natural systems more completely and sharing this scientific understanding with
decision-makers, business leaders, communities, civic groups and individuals so that natural resource
management decisions can be made in a more informed and enlightened manner, resulting in healthier
ecosystems as well as equitable and sustainable use of water resources.
To achieve its mission, the AWRRI takes a hands-on, applied scholarship approach in its work. The Institute
identifies high-leverage challenges and opportunities, and weaves together in a multi-disciplinary, holistic
way, Alabama's scientific, educational, and outreach expertise to address water use, water quality, and water
supply issues in the state, the Southeast, and around the globe.
This network of expertise represents decades of experience in research, instruction, outreach, and public
service. The Institute's expertise is applied and enhanced through collaborative efforts with other colleges and
universities, with government, business, non-governmental organizations, civic groups, and individuals.
The Alabama Water Resources Research Institute is an advocate for clean water and healthy ecosystems, as
well as equitable and sustainable use of this critical natural resource. The Institute focuses on research
proposals that have a high probability of producing useful results and/or attracting more adequate funding
based on positive results. Three such projects are presented in this report.

Research Program Introduction
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A. Statement of the problem:
Pathogenic contamination of Alabama surface water
Water is the vital resource that fuels Alabama’s growth in agriculture, industrial output and technology. Gifted with
more than a million acres of lakes, 1600 miles of rivers and an average annual rainfall of more than 50 inches,
Alabama is able to provide precious water for growing commodity crops such as cotton and soy beans, steel
production, aerospace and biomedical technologies. It also provides valuable recreation in the form of pristine lakes
and rivers in state-parks. And of course, it is our source of drinking water. In other words, our water is such an
indispensible resource that warrants no less than a state of the art technology to safeguard its integrity and to ensure
its continual availability in a useable and safe form for future generations to come.
Alabama’s economic base also consists of a sizeable poultry industry and more than a million head of cattle.
This combination of large tracts of surface water and farms in proximity gives rise to a major problem: potential
bacterial pathogens contamination via farm wastewater runoff. This problem is exacerbated by the frequent
thunderstorms and occasional hurricanes. A water system contaminated with microbial pathogens from wastewater
will have severe repercussions on Alabama’s economic growth in terms of reputation and water reliability, and more
importantly, it will jeopardize public health. Therefore it is critical that safe-guards must be set up without prior to a
severe contamination incident.
In order to effectively mitigate the risk of pathogenic contamination, low-cost and yet accurate pathogen
detection tools must be made readily available and accessible for in-situ monitoring of the water bodies to
support timely management. Sampling and off-site analysis is costly and more importantly will not be able to
provide timely evaluation of the water quality. Current techniques are also unable to identify specific pathogens
such as Escherichia coli (E. coli) O157:H7 or Giardia without extensive sample preparations and incubations and
therefore not feasible to be performed in-situ. In this proposal, our aim is to push the technology envelope and
develop a new rapid, accurate and yet robust technique that caters to the detection of specific pathogens insitu. The core basis of our technology is the novel use of advancing nanomaterials and genomic information of
bacteria. The principle behind this technique is intended to permit eventual development of an enabling field tool,
which will safeguard Alabama’s water resources. To keep the proposed work in line with the resources available
through the 104 program, we will concentrate on E. coli O157:H7 as the target pathogen. Other pathogens can be
subsequently added relatively easily after the base technology has been developed.
E. coli are common bacteria in the intestines of human and warm-blooded animals and most of the strains
are harmless. However some groups of E. coli are the causative agents of many enteric infections worldwide. As E.
coli are supposed to be the natural reservoir of pathogenic strains [1], the presence of E. coli in water has been an
indicator of recent fecal contamination. Among the hundreds of strains of the bacteria E. coli, the pathogenic E. coli
O157:H7 is of particular interest. Ever since E. coli O157:H7 was first discovered in 1982, it is the most common
pathogenic E. coli seen in the United States. E. coli O157:H7 is a food- and water- borne pathogenic bacterium that
poses a significant concern in water supply systems [2-4]. In the United States, E. coli O157:H7 is responsible for
73,000 illnesses, 2,100 hospitalizations and 60 deaths annually [5].
The infective dose of E. coli O157:H7 is possibly fewer than 100 organisms [6]. The symptoms usually
appear within 2-4 days from the uptake of contaminated water. It often results in acute kidney failure without quick
diagnosis and intensive care. The only currently available test method specific for E. coli O157:H7 is based on
Sorbitol-MacConky (SMAC) agar for human stool sample, which requires extensive incubation time and lacks
specificity. Currently, no available test has been adopted to detect specifically E.coli O157:H7 or other
pathogenic bacteria in situ at water facilities, even though those pathogens (e.g., Giardia, Legionella) are
federally regulated as national primary drinking water standards.
Current technologies for pathogen detection
Traditionally, most probable number (MPN) method is commonly used for the detection of total coliforms or fecal
coliforms in the water supply system. The MPN method is based on the empirical observation and the assumption
that positive MPN is correlated to the existence of pathogens. This method requires numerous replicates and long
incubation time. Unfortunately the greatest drawback of MPN method is the lack of specificity and therefore MPN
cannot differentiate between benign and malignant species. It is vulnerable to both false positive and false negative.
A false positive is costly and a false negative is deadly.
Recent improvement of biotechnology and genomics has developed a new DNA detection technology
based on DNA amplification. Amplification techniques such as real-time PCR (also known as qPCR) are developed
for the pathogen detection including E. coli O157:H7. It has a wide quantification range of at least 5 orders of
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magnitude [7] and a relatively low detection limit [8-10]. However, it is unable to lend itself to in-situ application
due to its susceptibility to contamination, which will result in the amplification of undesired DNA (i.e.,
contaminants) along with the target DNA. In order to avoid contamination, field samples have to undergo extensive
preparations in a laboratory environment in order to quantify the target DNA by real-time PCR. Even with the recent
development of an aid-reagent (e.g., chimeric polymerase), it is uncertain if it would work directly on unprocessed
field samples. Furthermore, the amplicons (i.e., amplified products of DNA) are often required to be checked against
the reference DNA via a gel electrophoresis to ensure that the target DNA has been amplified. Hence the real-time
PCR requires extensive steps and apparatus, including a gel electrophoresis and a gel imaging apparatus and a clean
bench, mainly owing to its vulnerability to contamination that is typical of gene amplification technique. These
limitations rendered the in-situ application of real-time PCR near impossible (PCR: Polymerase Chain Reaction).
Research needs for developing new in-situ capable pathogen detection technique
Proper stewardship of Alabama’s tremendous water resources relies on the amount of data and tools available to
formulate and execute effective management strategies. In other words, the availability of a miniaturized in-situ
pathogen detection system will have enormous impact on the way we manage the contamination of our water
resources. It will open up numerous possibilities in terms of monitoring, tracing and rectifying the contamination
source. However the development of such an in-situ pathogen detection system is contingent on the availability of a
rapid, accurate, and economic detection technology. We will develop a rapid, accurate, in situ technique for the
detection of pathogens in water at levels as low as 100 organisms per mL. The detection of our technique is based on
the novel use of both fluorescent and magnetic nanoparticles which can be specifically assembled together only in
the presence of the target pathogen DNA.
This technique, unlike PCR, must be able to maintain its selectivity in the presence of other contaminants. Its
sensitivity should be also comparable to that of PCR such that it can detect the minimum infectious doses, which are
100 organisms per mL. A short analysis time from sample injection to pathogen quantification is also critical for
efficient real-time monitoring. In other words, there must be minimal processing steps from sample injection to
quantification. The reagents used in the technique must be stable over a range of temperature for an extended time in
order for it to be viable for in-situ use. Most importantly, the technique must be able to lend itself readily to the
detection of multiple pathogens such as Giardia, Legionella and Campylobacter. In terms of economic consideration,
this technique should use only a small quantity of low cost reagents in order to limit the cost per test to a few dollars.
The research proposed here will specifically allow us to further develop a technique that fulfills the above
requirements.

B. Objectives of the research:
Scientific nature of the research
The basis of our technique is the novel use of both fluorescent and magnetic nanoparticles which will be specifically
assembled together only in the presence of the target pathogen DNA. Magnetic manipulation is used to separate
magnetic and fluorescent nanoparticles that are assembled (i.e., hybridized) to the target pathogen DNA from those
that are not. Therefore the amount of fluorescent nanoparticles separated is quantified via their fluorescent intensity
and correlated to the amount of target pathogen DNA.
Nanoparticles have large collective surface area per unit volume. They are ideal for the immobilization of
bio-recognition materials such as DNA. They also allow easy manipulation/diffusion within samples, and their size
range is compatible with the target DNA. As quantum dots nanoparticles (QDs) are inorganic crystals, they are
exceptionally bright and photo-stable (photo-bleaching resistant). In this respect, QDs are very different from the
organic fluorescent dyes that are currently employed in most of DNA detection assays [11-13]. DNA-conjugated
QDs have also been shown to serve as sensitive and specific DNA labels for fluorescent in-situ hybridization [13], in
single-nucleotide polymorphism and multi-parallel DNA detection [14].
Magnetic separation is popularly used for the rapid detection of DNA because it provides a rapid, simple
and efficient method for separation/isolation without the need for centrifugation or filtration. Magnetic particles
have also been used with fluorescent labels to enhance their functionality [15, 16]. The proposed technique has
unparalleled specificity and therefore possesses negligible vulnerability to contamination. This technique has
previously shown to be performed with similar sensitivity as the PCR in a laboratory using non-pathogenic target
DNA [17]. The specificity of this technique will enable field samples to be analyzed with minimal preparation and
therefore increasing the likelihood of implementing the in-situ pathogen detection system.
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Scope of our research
In light of the need for the in-situ pathogen detection system and the limitations of the currently available methods,
we envisioned the development of an in-situ capable pathogen detection method as outlined in Figure 1. The
development of the in-situ capable pathogen system consists of three stages, however the research scope presented
in this report only includes STAGE 1.

STAGE 1
Method development
and proof of concept

STAGE 2 (future)
Intermediate development
for field-worthiness of
components.

STAGE 3 (future)
Final development of system
components and system
integration.

1. Assay development
targeting synthetic
DNA

1. Sample and solution
preparation

1. Development of disposable
fluidic card module

2. Mixing efficiency within
confined volume.

2. Development of magnetic
and pump manipulator module

2. Detection of
pathogenic bacteria
and method
3. Assay validation by
a conventional method

3. Effective separation
using electromagnets

4. Field spectrometry

3. Development of CCD
detector and LED source module
4. System integration and field
testing

Figure 1. The overall flow scheme of our research with Stage 1 (blue-colored)
being our scope for this proposal.

Stage 1 of the research (this report) consisted of three main tasks which also is the complete scope for this report.
Stage 1 is a proof-of-concept study in a laboratory setup to develop a novel, in-situ capable technique for rapid,
accurate, and sensitive pathogen detection in water environments. The methodology is based on the specific DNA
hybridization using our custom configured multi-functional nanoparticle labels. Our unique hybridization method
was investigated for its ability to quantitatively detect pathogens in the forms of synthetic linear DNA (Task 1) and
genomic DNA from bacterial culture (Task 2). Both tasks determined the quantitative parameters for pathogen DNA
detection such as linearity (correlation coefficient and range of quantification), assay sensitivity (detection limits),
specificity (mismatches), and rapidity of assay (reaction kinetics) in the laboratory. In Task 3, conventional plate
counting method was used to verify our proof-of-concept as well as to mitigate the possibility of false positive
results.
Stage 2 of the research (currently being funded for further study in 2011-2012) consists of the intermediate
development of the technique and it is not be part of the research scope for this report. Parameters made known
from Stage 1 will be used as preliminary data for Stage 2 research. The objective in this stage is to identify
components of the techniques that are not field-ready and to perform further investigative studies as well as
modifications to enable them for in-situ operation.
Stage 3 of the research (future work) consists of specific components design and development for the in-situ
pathogen detection system. It is not be part of the research scope in this report. The schematic drawing for the
envisioned in-situ pathogen detection kit is presented in Figure 2. The envisioned In-situ Pathogen Detection System
(IPDS) will consist of 2 main components: disposable fluidic card and IPDS analyzer. The overall control of the
system can be executed by a programmable logic control, microcontroller such as 8051 or a laptop computer. The
controller will manage the air pump, electromagnets sequence, timing of mixing, movement of the linear actuator
and the spectrometer unit itself. The entire unit will be powered by batteries. The size of the IPDS will allow it to
function as a handheld system.
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Figure 2. A schematic of a portable (hand-held) in-situ pathogen detection system (IPDS)
with a disposable fluidic card (zoomed in lower side)

C. Principal findings and significance:
Achievements and publications
The proposed and funded research has resulted in two papers published thus far [18, 19]. The work has presented in
three national (ACS and ASM) or regional meetings. The funded project served as a seed project for PI’s research
group, thus The PI has prepared two research proposals and submitted them to US federal agencies (DOE and NSF)
for further funding. The details were described in Table 1.
Table 1. Academic achievements regarding this project during the funding period
•

Papers published in refereed journals.

1.

Kim, G. and Son, A. (2010) Development and characterization of a magnetic bead-quantum dot nanoparticles
based assay capable of Escherichia coli O157:H7 quantification. Analytica Chimica Acta. 677. 90-96.
Kim, G. and Son, A. (2010) Quantitative detection of E. coli O157:H7 eaeA gene using quantum dots and
magnetic particles. Biotechnology and Bioprocess Engineering. 15. 669-676.

2.
•

National/regional conferences attended.

1.

Kim, G. Wang, X. and Son, A. (2010) Separation and quantification of E. coli O157:H7 using magnetic beadquantum dot nanoparticles. ACS 2010, The 240th General Meeting of American Chemical Society, Boston,
MA, USA, August 22-26.
Kim, G., Wang, X. and Son, A. (2010) Quantitative detection of E. coli O157:H7 eaeA gene using quantum dots
and magnetic particles. ASM 2010, The 210th General Meeting of American Society for Microbiology, San
Diego, CA, USA, May 23-27.
Wang, X., Kim, G., and Son. A. (2010) Development of an inhibitor resistant gene monitoring method for the
bacteria detection in water systems. The 24th Annual Alabama Water Resources Conference. Sep. 9-10.

2.

3.
•

Proposals to the federal agencies written.

1.
2.

NSF CAREER proposal (July, 2010) Accepted for funding
DOE SBR exploratory proposal (July, 2010)
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Results and findings
Preliminary (a)-Optimization of particle configuration
The QD nanoparticles that are bonded to the MB serves as internal calibration for the assay by providing stable and
long-lasting fluorescence. The stability of the MB-QD bonding is critical for successful quantification. The ratio of
MB to the number of QDs together with the washing protocol was optimized to ensure maximum bonding of the
QDs to the MB. Figure 3 [18] shows the presence of QDs encapsulated on the surface of MB. Field emission
scanning electron microscopic (FE-SEM) energy disperse spectroscopy (EDS) mapping images of CdSe/ZnS QDs
have shown four elements (Cd, Se, Zn, S) with four different colors. The results indicate that the covalent bonding
between QDs and MB was successful, which also imply that the QDs were successfully immobilized on the surface
of the MB. [18]

Figure 3. FE-SEM images of MB-QD complex (two in left, upper line) and corresponding energy disperse
spectrometry (EDS) mapping images (right, upper line) of CdSe/ZnS QDs on the MB surface (scale bar = 1 µm). The
color images of each elements (Cd: brown; Se: dark green; Zn: navy; S: light green) indicated the immobilization of
QDs on the MB surface via covalent bonding was successful. [18]

Preliminary (b)-Photostability
The main advantage of using QD over organic fluorophore as a label for the assay is its photostability, which is
defined as the resistance to photobleaching. Photostability of both QDs and Cy3 labeled DNAs was monitored via
continuous measurement of the fluorescence intensity for 25 min. As shown in Figure 4, the fluorescence intensity
of the signaling probe DNA with QDs maintained its initial intensity for the duration of the experiment, but that
obtained from the DNA with Cy3 decreased to 75% after 25 min. The results showed that the QD nanoparticles
label has better stability for hybridization as compared to organic fluorophore, Cy3.

Figure 4. Comparison of signal photostability obtained by using signaling probe DNA labeled with Cy3 and QD565.
The QDs nanocrystals that are made of semi-conducting materials have shown the excellent photostability over
organic fluorophore, Cy3.
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Preliminary (c)-Assay optimization
Washing. For further hybridization, the probe DNA conjugated MB-QDs particle complexes were washed with PB.
The washing is required to remove non-hybridized DNA, non-bound QDs and residual hybridization reagents.
However harsh washing could affect the bonds between particle and DNA or within DNA hybrids. In order to
optimize the washing stringency, the fluorescence intensity was monitored in response to varying washing duration.
As shown in Figure 5a, the similar fluorescence values were observed in the range of 100 through 500 pmoles of
probe DNA labeled with Cy3 after a single wash. After 5 washes, there was no linear relationship between
fluorescence signal and the concentration of probe DNA labeled with Cy3. After 3 washes, the normalized
fluorescence values linearly increased and there was clear discrimination as the concentration of probe DNA labeled
with Cy3 increased. Based on the experimental observations, even though stringent washing is advantageous for the
complete removal of non-bound QDs and probe DNA, but it could also cause a loss of already bound QDs and probe
DNA. In this regard the optimum washing stringency was determined to 3 times for the following experiments.
Passivation. Passivation is a common method for avoiding a non-specific binding (i.e., particle coagulations in this
case) by inactivating the functional groups. The signaling probe DNA labeled with QD565 was incubated in a NaBH4
based blocking solution (0.5 g of NaBH4 in the mixture of 10 mL 20 × SSC, 0.5 mL 10% SDS, and 90 mL H2O) at
42˚C for 20 min to passivate the remained functional groups on the QD565 surface, and washed with 1× SSC and
0.2× SSC twice. The signaling probe DNA with QD565 was subsequently collected by centrifuging twice at 10,000
rpm for 5 min. In order to examine the passivation effect of the nanoparticle labels on DNA hybridization, both
treated and non-treated QD565 - signaling probe DNAs were compared during hybridization. The effect of
passivation treatment for QD565 labels (i.e., conjugated with a signaling probe DNA) is presented in Figure 15b. The
passivation of QD565 labels allowed the fluorescence output to increase accordingly when the amount of target
ssDNA increases. This indicated that the quantification is only feasible with the use of passivated nanoparticle labels.
For non-passivated labels, no change of fluorescence was observed with a various amount of target ssDNA. One
possible cause involves particle aggregation via non-specific binding which can be induced by the remaining
functional groups on the surface of non-treated QD565 labels. The passivation of QDs in the signaling probe DNA
can prevent particle agglomeration which is caused by the unoccupied functional groups of QD565.
Molar ratio of QDs and signaling probe DNA. The molar ratio effect of QD565 to signaling probe DNA (i.e., 1:3,
1:10, and 1:30) on the hybridization efficiency was examined. The optimum molar ratio of signaling probe DNA and
QD565 was determined by the highest output signal of fluorescence after hybridization. The quantification of target
DNA is based on sandwich hybridization between the probe and signaling probe DNAs. The capturing MB-QD655
particles’ functional groups (i.e., carboxyl) should be linked to a large number of probe DNAs’ functional groups
(i.e., amine) to maximize available counterparts for the target DNA. Since the target and signaling probe DNAs are
simultaneously hybridized with the probe DNA, the successful hybridization between the target and the signaling
probe DNAs is essential for the complete hybridization. The ratio between the numbers of signaling probe DNA and
label has to be optimized to maximize the output of the assay. The effect of QD565 to signaling probe DNA molar
ratio on DNA quantification is shown in Figure 5c. The maximum output of assay was observed at the signaling
probe DNA to QD565 molar ratio of 10. For our assay format the optimum molar ratio was established at 10. The
signaling probe DNA and labels were optimized in terms of molar ratio and passivation prior to the subsequent
quantification experiments in later sections.

Figure 5. (a) The washing effect, (b) passivation effect, and
(c) optimized molar ratio between QDs and probe DNAs for MB-QD assay.
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Task 1 – Synthetic DNA (ssDNA) quantification
Quantification results and assay sensitivity. In order to characterize the quantification range and linearity of the
MB-QD assay, hybridization was performed using ssDNA as the target. The quantification result is presented in
Figure 6. A linear quantitative relationship was observed in the range of 10-18 to 10-13 mol L-1. The normalized
fluorescence (i.e., QD565/QD655) showed a linearity (R2 = 0.929) of over 5 orders of magnitude with the LOD of 890
zeptomolar concentration (i.e., zM = 10-21 mol L-1). The detection of ssDNA in various formats was reported in
several prior literatures: 2×10-9 mol L-1 in the gold nanoparticle based fluorescence quenching method [20]; 1×10-10
mol L-1 by MB-functionalized fluorescent microspheres [21]; 1×10-12 mol L-1 in the format of gold nanoparticles
coupled light scattering [22]; 8×10-13 mol L-1 in the dye-doped silica nanoparticle based hybridization [23]; 5×10-15
mol L-1 in the silver nanoparticle based chemiluminescent method [24]; and 8.3×10-18 mol L-1 by the magnetic
particles with electrogenerated chemiluminescent detection [25]. Recently Liu et al. [26] reported the feasibility of
detecting ssDNA of 250 zM (i.e., 2.5×10-19 mol L-1 ) by QD nanoparticle labeling. The result however was
preliminary. The assay had only three points examined and no LOD reported. More importantly there was no
internal standard to normalize the assay output, thereby potentially resulting in the poor reproducibility of the assay.
As compared to the previous studies listed above, the MB-QD assay demonstrated excellent sensitivity for the
detection of ssDNA.
Table 2. The linear equation and concentration range, R2, and detection limit
of nanoparticle-based gene quantification assay.
Parameters
Regression equation
Correlation coefficient (R2)
Linear range
Detection limit

y = 0.0329 x + 3.391
0.992
10 – 1000 fM
9.72 fM

Assay specificity. In order to evaluate the discrimination capability of DNA sequence variations of our assay, 1-, 2-,
and 41-bp mismatched (out of total 55-bp) ssDNAs targets were hybridized with probe DNA as compared to
perfectly matched target DNA. DNAs of different concentrations (50 - 400 fM) were analyzed based on the
normalized fluorescence signal (Figure 6b). The various mismatched DNAs were clearly discriminated from
perfectly matched target for the range of concentration. Assuming the difference of fluorescence signals between
perfectly matched and 41-bp mismatched DNA at 400 fM is 100%, the fluorescence intensity of 1- and 2-bp
mismatched DNA target corresponded to 30 and 20% of that of the perfectly matched target, respectively. The
significant difference among them was verified by a statistical test. All the obtained P-values were smaller than 0.1
by the two-sided t-test with 95% confidence level. Moreover, the fluorescence signal among mismatches tended to
be consistent regardless of varying concentrations of target DNA (50 - 400 fM). Bacteria represented by 1- and 2-bp
mismatched DNAs are phylogenetically close but not identical to the bacterium represented by perfectly matched
DNA. In contrast, the 41-bp mismatched DNA is of entirely different species. This demonstrates that our developed
technique is capable of screening through the DNA sequences of pathogenic and non-pathogenic bacteria species
and detecting the pathogens. Our assay has shown excellent selectivity in discriminating a phylogenetically similar
gene to eaeA gene. Furthermore, the use of our technique can be expanded to encompass the detection of singlenucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in biomedical science.

Figure 6. (a) Linearity, dynamic range, and sensitivity of the assay, (b) specificity using mismatch DNAs,
and (c) rapidity of the assay based on the kinetics in various temperatures.
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Assay rapidity (kinetics). In order to examine the kinetic parameters of the presented technique, the effects of
target DNA concentration and hybridization temperature were investigated as described earlier. The results are
illustrated in Figure 6c and detailed in Table 3. The rate constants of hybridization reactions were obtained from the
linear regression analysis based on second-order kinetic model with the assumption of negligible dissociation
reaction and excess signaling probe DNA concentration. The governing equation is as follows:

 C − Ch , p 
 = −kh ⋅ (Ci ,t − Ci , p ) ⋅ t
ln i , p

C
C
−
i
t
h
t
,
,


where, Ci,t and Ch,t is the initial and hybridized concentration of target DNA, respectively, Ci,p and Ch,p is the initial
and hybridized concentration of probe DNA, t is time, and kh is the hybridization rate constant. Herein, the initial
concentration of probe DNA was 1.25 μM. As shown in Table 3, the correlation coefficient (R2) indicated that the
kinetics of DNA hybridization follows the second-order reaction. Please note that the result is consistent with the
previous studies [27, 28]. It was due to the rate-limiting step of DNA hybridization is the prior formation of a few
base pairs from each strand into a transient intermediate (i.e., nucleus). Then the remaining base quickly forms a
complete helix [29]. The hybridization rate increased with the concentration of target DNA, indicating the target
concentration is another rate-limiting factor in a hybridization reaction.
Figure 6c shows the normalized hybridized amount of ssDNA target depending on the various hybridization
temperatures. The percentage was calculated by assuming each plateau value as 100%. This assumption is
reasonable because each measurement is relative. The result indicated that the reaction rate constant increased as the
hybridization temperature increased, which is consistent with Table 3. In other words, the higher hybridization
temperature would allow hybridization equilibrium to be reached in a shorter period of time. For example, the
equilibrium time for hybridization was 5 hrs at 25˚C , and it was 2 h at 42
˚C. From a practical perspective, it is
concluded that at sufficiently high target concentration, the required amount of target DNA could be hybridized at
ambient temperature. However higher temperature will be required to expedite DNA hybridization for low DNA
concentrations. The adjustment of hybridization temperature in accordance to the amount of target DNA is required
for the maximum efficiency of DNA hybridization.
2

Table 3. The hybridization rate constants and R values measured from the linear regression analysis
2
based on the second order kinetic models. R values were presented in brackets.

Target DNA (fM)

100
400
800

Second order rate constant (kh) (×106 M-1 h-1)
25˚C
0.211
(0.929)
0.366
(0.971)
0.335
(0.957)

37˚C
0.450
(0.781)
0.699
(0.998)
0.682
(0.995)

25˚C
0.676
(0.902)
0.801
(0.908)
1.073
(0.931)

Task 2 – Bacterial DNA (dsDNA) quantification
Assay sensitivity. The characterization of the MB-QD assay’s sensitivity was carried out via dsDNA quantification.
The standard curve constructed by the serial dilution of dsDNA fragments (i.e., 151 bp of PCR amplicon) and the
quantification result are presented in Figure 7a and Table 4. The linear quantification range was 2×102 – 2×107 with
the LOD of 87 gene copies. The dynamic range was 5 orders of magnitude. The lower detection limit of dsDNA in
the developed MB-QD assay (i.e., 87 gene copies) presented here is a significant improvement over previously
reported assay for the nanoparticle based DNA quantification. For example, Storhoff et al. [30] demonstrated the
detection of at least 6×106 gene copies of the PCR product from human gDNA using silver amplified gold
nanoparticles in DNA microarray format; Eastman et al. [31] developed a QD nanobarcode-based magnetic
microbead array for gene expression analysis with a sensitivity of 104 - 106 gene copies; and Hill et al. [32] reported
that 2.5×10-15 mol L-1 (i.e., 7.5×104 gene copies) of bacterial gDNA was detected at the bio-bar-code assay using
gold nanoparticles. To evaluate the quantification capability of the MB-QD assay, real-time PCR analysis was
conducted. The linear range of real-time PCR was 2×102 – 2×109 with the LOD of 47 gene copies.
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Table 4. Quantification performance of the MB-QD assay. (CV: coefficient of variation)
Parameters
2×102 – 2×107
RFU = 0.670 log (gene copies) – 0.729
0.929
87
2.01
5.74

Dynamic range (gene copies)
Regression equation
Correlation coefficient (R2)
Limit of detection (gene copies)
Inter-assay CV (%)
Intra-assay CV (%)

Figure 7. (a) Quantification of E. coli O157:H7 eaeA target dsDNA in the MB-QDs assay. The normalized
fluorescence is plotted against the corresponding E. coli O157:H7 eaeA gene copy numbers.
(b) Assay specificity of the MB-QDs assay.

Assay specificity. The specificity of the MB-QD assay was characterized by varying the amount of PCR amplicon
hybridized with both perfectly matched and 1 bp nucleotide mismatched probe DNAs. The specificity result is
presented in Figure 7b. By comparing the fluorescence signal, 1 bp mismatched probe DNA was clearly
discriminated from the perfectly matched probe DNA. When the 1 bp mismatch was used, the quantification results
were observed to be below the LOD (i.e., RFU = 1.17) in the range of 2×102 – 2×105 target gene copies. This result
demonstrated our developed method is capable of screening and detecting pathogenic bacteria with an excellent
selectivity among other non-pathogenic but phylogenetically similar bacteria. Real-time PCR assay (graph not
shown) was implemented to validate the specificity of MB-QD assay. In the real-time PCR assay, 1 bp nucleotide
mismatched forward primer was adopted to simulate the 1 bp nucleotide mismatch effect. When the 1 bp
mismatched primer was used, the limit of quantification increased from 2×102 to 2×104 and the dynamic range
shifted accordingly.

Task 3 - Validation of the assay using E. coli O157:H7 bacteria culture
Genomic DNA quantification. In order to demonstrate the assay’s capability to perform quantification without the
need of amplification, non-amplified genomic DNA of E. coli O157:H7 culture was used as the target. Target gDNA
with various gene copies were hybridized and the quantification result is shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8. Quantitative detection of E. coli O157:H7 using gDNA without amplification.

Comparison with the traditional plate counting method. A standard culture based bacteria quantification method
(plate counting) was employed to correlate the DNA-based quantification and conventional bacterial cell counts.
The output of the assay, depicted in the y-axis (Figure 9a), is the normalized fluorescence. The serial dilutions of
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Normalized fluorescence (QD565/QD655, RFU)

bacterial culture was inoculated on trypticase soy agar plates and incubated at 37˚C for 24 hrs. Figure 9b shows the
picture taken during the plate counting and the yellow dots (i.e., colony) are bacteria grown on the surface of agar
plates. The colonies were counted to determine the number of colony-forming units per mL of culture (CFU/mL).
Gene copy numbers (i.e., a variable of assay) were converted to the number of bacterial cells (CFU mL-1)
based on the result of the plate counting method and subsequently depicted in the x-axis. Plate counting method was
implemented using active E. coli O157:H7 cells and correlated with gene quantification results. 4×109 CFU per mL
was determined to be equivalent to 2×1012 gene copy numbers of the eaeA per mL. The dynamic range of the assay
was 4×10 – 4×105 CFU mL-1 (R2 = 0.980) with the LOD of 25 CFU mL-1. The infectious dose (> 100 organisms) [33,
34] was indicated by the vertical dashed line in Figure 9a. The minimum infectious dose of E. coli O157:H7 was
within the range of quantification of the MB-QD assay. In comparison, other studies have shown that their LODs
were similar or more than 100 CFU mL-1 [35-39], indicating the MB-QD assay has higher sensitivity for the
detection of pathogens. Similar techniques have been recently developed and they are based on DNA aptamer or
liposome. Bruno et al. [40] have developed DNA aptamer based sandwich hybridization approach with magnetic
bead and QDs. Zaytseva et al. [41] used fluorescent liposome as a reporter for the detection of viral nucleic acids.
Even though these developments have demonstrated the integration of the assay with portable devices such as
microfluidics, they are still in the early stage of development.
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Figure 9. (a) Quantitative detection of E. coli O157:H7 using genomic DNA without amplification (y-axis) in
comparison to the conventional plate counting methods (x-axis). This technique is able to detect below the minimum
infectious limit (100 cells) as indicated by the vertical dashed line. (b) Example of a plate counting method using agar
plates. The colonies shown above indicate E. coli O157:H7 cultured on trypticase soy agar plates.

D. Conclusion
We have developed a highly sensitive DNA assay using magnetic and quantum dot nanoparticles for the
quantification of pathogenic E. coli O157:H7 bacteria in water. The use of QD565 for the label of signaling probe
DNA resulted in increased photostability and also allowed the assay to be used with a single, short-wavelength
excitation source. The new format of QDs configuration (i.e., QD565/QD655) as both a fluorescence label and an
internal standard increased the sensitivity of the assay. This MB-QD assay was able to detect ssDNA and dsDNA
fragment up to 890 zemtomolar concentration and 87 gene copies, respectively. The specificity of the assay was also
demonstrated via the discrimination of target DNA with 1 bp nucleotide mismatch. Finally the MB-QD assay was
able to detect E. coli O157:H7 with 25 cells/mL of the detection limit which is below the minimum infectious dose
in water. This sensitive nanoparticle based DNA quantification assay is potentially applicable for in-situ monitoring
of pathogenic bacteria in the aquatic environment.
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Synopsis: You should provide two copies (one printed and one electronic) of a synopsis
of your research project, single-spaced, one inch margins on all sides, and not to exceed
three (3) pages, which incorporates:
a. A statement of the problem and research objectives;
Stormwater runoff has been identified as a major source of pollution in urban and suburban
streams; detrimentally impacting the sensitive aquatic ecosystems in these watersheds. There
are several innovative stormwater practices that integrate infiltration and storage to mitigate
urban runoff, including the use of enhanced greenroof systems. It is the objective of ongoing
research at UAB to quantify / optimize the stormwater mitigation potential of vegetated roofs.
This report details first year results of the field investigation of plant species and soil matrices
for developing sustainable vegetative roof systems for use in the southeastern United States,
namely Birmingham Alabama.
b. An explanation of the research methodology used;
The vegetative roof systems described in this report are located at the Business and Engineering
Complex (BEC) on the University of Alabama at Birmingham campus. Thirty mini-roof
structures (48 ft2 each) were completed in November 2010. These experimental structures are
instrumented to evaluate surface and subsurface flow, soil temperature, moisture content, and
provide irrigation. Additional environmental data is collected via an on-site weather station
capable of measuring ambient temperature, rainfall duration and intensity, wind speed, dew
point, barometric pressure, relative humidity, wind chill, wind direction, heat index, and solar
intensity. Once a storm event of interest (2-10 year) occurs, this data is processed to evaluate
each vegetated roof’s potential for runoff mitigation, flow attenuation and NRCS curve number
manipulation.
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c. Principal findings and significance;
This report details first year results of the field investigation of plant species and soil
matrices for developing sustainable vegetative roof systems for use in the southeastern United
States, namely Birmingham Alabama. Experimental results show no statistical differences
between planting / irrigation schemes for the amount and rate of runoff produced from different
design storms (2 yr +). However, as evident in the NRCS curve number data, the various green
roof applications are consistent with those observed in published research outside the
investigational area (~82). It is anticipated that differences by planting scheme and irrigation
application may not become completely evident until after the plants have been in place for at
least one or more full growing seasons. By this time, the plants will have had time to more fully
envelop the soil surface and develop dense root masses (dependent upon inherent root
morphology and sufficient soil moisture). Finally, the inclusion of AAC (a construction waste
product) into green roof soils was observed to positively influence moisture retention in the
substrate. This water retention capacity coupled with additional features of the mixed media
warrants continued research.
d. A list of all publications/presentations and manuscripts produced;
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Green Roofs in the Southeastern U.S. HortTechnology. (under review).
Price, Julie G. Pending 2012. Plant selection, maintenance, plant physiology, and
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AWRRI Project Completion Report
Abstract:
Stormwater runoff has been identified as a major source of pollution in urban and suburban
streams; detrimentally impacting the sensitive aquatic ecosystems in these watersheds. There are
several innovative stormwater practices that integrate infiltration and storage to mitigate urban
runoff, including the use of enhanced greenroof systems. It is the objective of ongoing research
at UAB to quantify / optimize the stormwater mitigation potential of vegetated roofs. This report
details first year results of the field investigation of plant species and soil matrices for developing
sustainable vegetative roof systems for use in the southeastern United States, namely
Birmingham Alabama. Experimental results show no statistical differences between planting /
irrigation schemes for the amount and rate of runoff produced from different design storms
(2 yr +). However, as evident in the NRCS curve number data, the various green roof
applications are consistent with those observed in published research outside the investigational
area (~82). It is anticipated that differences by planting scheme and irrigation application may
not become completely evident until after the plants have been in place for at least one or more
full growing seasons. By this time, the plants will have had time to more fully envelop the soil
surface and develop dense root masses (dependent upon inherent root morphology and sufficient
soil moisture). Finally, the inclusion of AAC (a construction waste product) into green roof soils
was observed to positively influence moisture retention in the substrate. This water retention
capacity coupled with additional features of the mixed media warrants continued research.
Background and Introduction:
Storm Water Reduction Associated with Vegetated Roofs:
In the process of urbanization, natural land surfaces are replaced by man-made artificial
coverage, such as paved roads, parking lots and roofs, which generally also implies clearing of
vegetation and soil compaction [Brilly et al., 2006]. Gutters, drains, and storm sewers are built to
accelerate the conveyance of runoff to stream channels, thereby affecting the drainage system
[Brilly et al., 2006]. A consequence of urbanization is an increase in impervious area (parking
lots, streets, roofs, etc.), which has undesirable side effects such as increases in stormwater
runoff and degradation of downstream water quality [Holloway et al., 2009] and increases the
potential for flooding [Getter et al., 2007]. The impact of urbanization is very complex and
affects different elements of the hydrologic cycle [Brilly et al., 2006]. Urban areas generate
considerably more stormwater runoff than natural areas of the same size due to a greater
percentage of impervious surfaces that impede water infiltration [VanWoert et al., 2009]. Roof
surfaces account for a large portion of the impervious areas. Establishing vegetation on roof-tops
is one technique of recovering lost green space and in mitigating stormwater runoff [VanWoert
et al., 2009]. Roof surfaces represent a significant fraction of the impervious area associated with
urban development; stormwater runoff from such surfaces causes stream degradation in
receiving waters attributable to excess water runoff volume [Carpenter and Kaluvakolanu, 2011].
Control of stormwater runoff from impervious surface is an important goal because of
disruptions for downstream ecosystems, water users, and property owners caused by increased
flows and degraded water quality [Carter et al., 2006]. Best management practices (BMPs)
increase the pervious area in an urban environment, and thereby imitate natural stormwater
processes (i.e., infiltration, filtration, evaporation, etc.) [Holloway et al., 2009]. BMPs can
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reduce runoff volume while improving runoff water quality. Green roofs can reduce stormwater
runoff through storage and improve water quality through filtration [Holloway et al., 2009]. Low
Impact Development (LID) practices such as rainwater harvesting, green (vegetated) roofs, and
permeable pavements can be used to retrofit existing infrastructure and reduce stormwater runoff
volumes and peak flows [Damadaram et al., 2010; Montalto et al., 2007]. LID relies on
distributed runoff management measures that seek to control stormwater volume at the source by
reducing imperviousness and retaining, infiltrating, and reusing rainwater at the development site
[Graham et al., 2004].
Green roofs are engineered ecosystems that rely on vegetation to provide benefits such as
reduction of roof temperatures and stormwater retention [Wolf and Lundholm, 2008]. Green
roofs offer benefits of reducing stormwater runoff, improving air and water quality, and
providing habitat and biodiversity for urban centers [Wong et al., 2003]. Hydrologic modeling
has demonstrated that widespread green roof implementation can significantly reduce peak
runoff rates, particularly for small storm events [Carter and Jackson, 2007]. By combining the
Green-Ampt method with evapotranspiration of green roofs, Roehr and Kong [2010] estimated
the potential runoff reduction achieved by green roofs is 20%. Green roofs provide an excellent
option to improve stormwater runoff [Hathaway et al., 2008]. Green roofs are primarily valued
based on their increased roof longevity, reduced stormwater runoff, and decreased building
energy consumption [Clark et al., 2008]. Carter and Jackson [2007] noted that research studies
have primarily been focused on roof-scale processes such as individual roof stormwater
retention, plant growth, or growing medium composition. Few studies have examined the impact
that widespread green roof application could have on the hydrology of a real-world watershed
[Carter and Jackson, 2007]. A major barrier to increasing the prevalence of green roofs is the
lack of scientific data available to evaluate their applicability to local conditions [Williams et al.,
2010].
Extensive green roofs can significantly reduce both the timing and magnitude of stormwater
runoff relative to a typical impervious roof [Schroll et al., 2011]. They note, however, that
regional climatic conditions such as seasonality in rainfall and potential evapotranspiration can
strongly alter the stormwater performance of vegetated roofs. Factors such as type of green roof
and its geometrical properties (slope), soil moisture characteristics, season, weather and rainfall
characteristics, age of the vegetated roof, and vegetation affect the runoff dynamics from green
roofs [Berndtsson, 2010]. Fioretti et al. [2010] noted that green roofs significantly mitigate storm
water runoff generation, as well reducing the daily energy demand. Aitkenhead-Peterson et al.
[2011] note that most studies on runoff quality from green roofs have been conducted in cooler
northern climates. Villarreal and Bengtsson [2004] recommended the use of a combination of
best management practices; additionally, they observed that green roofs are effective at lowering
the total runoff from Augestenborg (Sweden) and that detention ponds should successfully
attenuate storm peal flows. Niu et al. [2010] noted that over the lifetime of a green roof (~40
years), the net present value is ~30% to 40% less for a green roofs as compared with
conventional roofs (not including green roof maintenance costs). Clark et al. [2008] further note
that the additional upfront investment of a green roof is recovered at the time when a
conventional roof would be replaced. Rosatto et al. [2010] concluded that green roofs contribute
positively in reducing runoff, with greater retention with vegetated plots and thicker substrate.
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Buccola and Spolek [2011] studied rainwater management afforded by various green roof
design schemes. Runoff retention, peak flow lag time, conductivity, and pH of ten (10) different
small-scale green roof schemes were observed and analyzed under repeatable rain simulations in
a pilot-scale study. Their results showed that increased green roof soil depth improved water
retention and runoff lag time. In a study conducted at the University of Pittsburgh, Bliss et al.
[2009] observed that the runoff volume from a prototype experimental green roof was reduced
by up to 70% compared to a conventionally ballasted roof. A reduction of more than 20% was
observed for rainfalls of 0.6 inches (1.5 cm) or less. The green roof reduced the runoff flow rate
throughout the storms. Peak values of the vegetated roof were between 5% and 70% lower than
the control roof flow rates. For some storms, the time to peak flow was delayed by up to several
hours. Bliss et al. [2009] noted that the green roof generally delayed the start of runoff from the
roof and extended the time period of low residual flows that existed at the end of a storm.
Carpenter and Kaluvakolanu [2011] investigated the influence of roof surface type on
stormwater runoff. Runoff data were collected over a six-month period from three full-scale
roofs which had been retrofitted with flow meters and automated water quality samplers. The
roof surfaces studied were: an asphalt roof (for control purposes), a vegetated extensive roof, and
a stone ballasted roof. Both the vegetated roof and stone roof were effective in reducing runoff
volume and attenuating peak discharge. The green roof was more efficient for rainfall events less
than 1.0 inch (2.54 cm). Overall, the vegetated roof retained 68.25% of rainfall volume and
reduced peak discharge by an average of 88.86% [Carpenter and Kaluvakolanu, 2011]. In a
vegetated roof study, Hathaway et al. [2008] observed that green roofs retain a significant
portion of the rainfall (~64% on average). Peak outflow of runoff was also significantly reduced
(~75%), and each green roof significantly delayed runoff [Hathaway et al., 2008]
Schroll et al. [2011] analyzed the stormwater performance of green roofs in the PacificNorthwest region of the U.S. They further tested whether the amount of irrigation used to
maintain the green roof vegetation in a seasonally dry climate influenced stormwater
performance. Stormwater performance was monitored over the course of one year. Three roof
designs were studied: a conventional impervious roof design, a medium-only roof, and a
vegetated roof. During the winter rainy season, vegetation had no apparent influence on
stormwater retention; medium-only and vegetated roofs reduced stormwater runoff nearly the
same (relative to the impervious roof). However, during the summer season, vegetated roofs
retained significantly more rainfall than medium-only roofs; this effect, however, depended
strongly on the size of the rainfall event. For both the soil-media and vegetated roof systems, the
water retention was significantly higher during the summer than during the winter period.
Irrigation significantly reduced summer stormwater retention capacity of both medium-only and
vegetated roofs, but only during the largest dry season rain events [Schroll et al., 2011].
A comparison was made between the response of an impervious roof (runoff coefficient = 1)
and a green roof containing sedum plants, in order to estimate the detention effect (storage and
peak flow attenuation) [Villarreal, 2007]. Precipitation and runoff data from a number of
controlled experiments were used in the analysis. For events with variable rain intensity, the
green roofs attenuation effect was a high as 66% for design storms. In contrast, events with
constant intensity storms had increases in peak flows up to 5%. The lowest detention volumes
were observed for experiments with constant rain intensity, for which a maximum of 29% of the
6
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rain volume was detained, whereas for rain events with variable intensity, the detention volume
was up to 52% [Villarreal, 2007].
Carter and Rasmussen [2006] studied the effectiveness of a green roof in reducing
stormwater flows. A paired green roof/black roof test was constructed at the University of
Georgia and monitored between November 2003 and November 2004. Green roof rainfall
retention decreases with precipitation depth, ranging from ~90% for small storms (<1-inch) to
slightly less than 50% for larger storms (>3-inches). Runoff from the green roof was delayed.
The average runoff lag times increased from 17,.0 minutes for the black roof to 34.9 minutes for
the green roof, an average increase of 17.9 minutes. Carter and Rasmussen, [2007] also
concluded that green roofs themselves cannot solely provide stormwater management in an
entire watershed.
Alfredo et al. [2010] conducted a series of experiments designed to simulate the hydrologic
performance of green roofs under variable rainfall conditions. The experiments were designed to
test performance under both steady, low-intensity rainfall, as well as under short duration, high
intensity rainfall conditions. A control membrane roof and prototype green roofs of 1.0-, 2.5-,
and 4.0-inch depths, were subjected to simulated rainfalls in a laboratory setting. The green roofs
delayed, prolonged, and reduced the peak rates of green roof discharge to 22% to 70% of that of
a standard roof surface, with greater percent reductions associated with deeper roofs. Negligible
discharge was observed from all of the prototypes during the first 10 minutes of simulated
precipitation.
Curve Numbers of Vegetated Roofs:
In the studies conducted contrasting the runoff behavior of a black roof and a green roof at the
University of Georgia, precipitation and runoff data were used to estimate the green roof curve
number (CN ~ 86) [Carter and Rasmussen, 2006]. Prowell [2006] noted that although this
method works well when describing runoff characteristics across a watershed, using it to
determine runoff at the roof scale presents some issues; the main problem associated with this
approach is that it does not take into account antecedent moisture conditions, which are the
driving force affecting the hydraulic response of green roofs for a particular rainfall event.
From the study of twelve (12) extensive green roof platforms constructed at four slopes (2%,
7%, 15%, and 25%), curve numbers ranged from 84 to 90 [Getter et al., 2007; Michigan State
University Green Roof Research Program, undated]. These values are all lower than a
conventional roof number of 98, indicating that the greened slopes reduced runoff compared to
traditional roofs [Getter et al., 2007; Michigan State University Green Roof Research Program,
undated].
Stumme [2008] notes that by employing the curve number method for determining runoff
volumes from specific rain events and attaching cost-per-unit increase values to the interacting
variables, the runoff-cost produces cost curves in relation to the percentage of green roof
coverage. Because conventional roofs have a curve number (CN) of ~98 (TR-55) and green roofs
have an estimated curve number of 86 based on experimental data [Carter and Jackson, 2007].
The curve number per each mixed-use acreage can be estimated through interpolation by finding
the ratio percentage between CN 98 and CN 86 based on the percentage green (0% green is CN
7
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98; 100% green is CN 86) [Stumme, 2008]. Because a conventional roof has a curve number of
98, it is understood that the curve number is not representative of the entire mixed-use lot type
(e.g., single-family housing, multi-family housing, or commercial buildings) having the same
curve number. What is calculated, however, based on individual lots, is the percentage of roof
area in a lot, combined with impervious pavements and landscape area that needs to have an
adjusted curve number assigned [Stumme, 2008]. By varying the adjusted curve numbers per
mixed-use area, a more concise and accurate value of runoff can be calculated [Stumme, 2008].
The adjusted curve number is then calculated by combining all the variables of each individual
mixed-use area using the TR-55 worksheet for runoff curve number and runoff [(USDA, 1986;
Stumme, 2008].

Plant Selection on Vegetated Roofs:
To obtain maximum benefit from green roofs, the plant species selected must be able to
withstand the harsh conditions on the roof. As extensive green roofs are often not irrigated, the
restrictions posed by shallow substrates and frequent droughts have created a preference for
succulent plants like those of the genus Sedum, primarily due to their survival compared to other
plant species [Emilsson et al., 2007, VanWoert et al., 2005b]. The majority of green roofs in
North America consist of Sedum species and stress-tolerant grasses [Dunnett and Kingsbury,
2004]. Körner et al. [1979] found that succulents like Sedum species had the lowest maximum
transpiration rate of 13 morphologically distinct plant groups tested. There may be a trade-off
between transpiration and plant survival [Durhman et al., 2006], and this may be why succulent
species like Sedums are so commonly utilized. Most studies utilize only these succulent species
to examine green roof performance in reducing energy cost and mitigating stormwater runoff
[Hathaway et al, 2008; Carter and Rasmussen, 2006; Moran et al., 2005]. A small number of
studies examining energy conservation using green roofs have suggested that plant selection
affects the degree of benefit achieved. Bell and Spolek [2009] compared different types of plants
for use in increasing the thermal resistance (R-value) of green roofs, and found that ryegrass
delivered the highest effective R-value compared with bare soil, Vinca major, Trifolium repens,
and Sedum hispanicum. Also, though increasing the depth of bare soil from 5 to 14 cm increased
the R-value, no difference was found for different depths of planted soil. This implies that the
bulk of benefit toward R-value is from evapotranspiration and leaf shading, rather than the moist
soil [Bell and Spolek, 2009]. Irrigation may be necessary to support non-succulent vegetation.
Very few studies have been aimed at the varying reduction of stormwater based on plant
selection. Plants help to remove storm water from the substrate between rain events through
evapotranspiration, and thus transpiration rates of the selected plants may significantly influence
the degree of benefit that a vegetated roof can provide [Wolf and Lundholm, 2008]. The
decreased water loss associated with low transpiration rates and other drought-tolerating
mechanisms, such as leaf succulence, is helpful for plant survival, but may not be optimal for
maximizing the benefits associated with green roofs.. Recommendations for green roofs as
stormwater mitigants will vary depending on whether the stormwater is captured directly on the
green roof surface during a transient rain event, or whether stormwater is both captured directly
by the green roof surface with excess stormwater stored for subsequent irrigation.
Although research has been conducted on the viability and performance of vegetative roofs at
Penn State University [undated, a,b] and Michigan State University [undated] the results
8
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obtained in those studies are not directly transferable to the different climatic conditions of the
southeastern U.S. In the Southeast, rainfall amounts are generally higher, low temperatures and
snowfall occur infrequently, and higher average temperatures will be recorded. Therefore,
research is needed to determine the effectiveness of green roofs for stormwater mitigation and
develop optimal soil matrices incorporated with recycled construction materials for use in the
Southeast.
The following report details the first year results of field investigation of plant species and
soil matrices for developing sustainable vegetative roof systems for use in the southeastern
United States, namely Birmingham Alabama.
Research Objectives:
1. Determine an optimal plant matrix for stormwater retention and peak flow reduction.
2. Evaluate the potential impact of different vegetated roofs on effective curve number
(CN) values.
3. Develop innovative green roof soil substrates incorporated with construction waste
materials.
Methods:
Vegetative Roof Construction:
Thirty mini-roof structures (4 ft tall x 12 ft long x 4 ft deep, see Figure 1) were constructed on
the roof of the Business and Engineering Complex on the UAB campus. The structures resemble
miniature buildings, with open area under the roof system for instrumentation. The roof of each
“building” is fitted with standard materials required for an extensive vegetated roof on a
commercial building, including: waterproofing, insulation, drainage layers, filter fabric, and four
inches of green roof soil. Six mini-roofs were planted with each of the following scenarios
(Figure 2):
1. Monoculture Bouteloua curtipendula, a bunchgrass;
2. Monoculture Phlox bifida, a forb;
3. Monoculture Sedum album, a succulent plant;
4. A mix of the 3 species above, planted in a randomized arrangements

Figure 1: Construction of UAB BEC Mini-roofs
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Figure 2: Experimental Vegetation
Three roofs from each of the above planting scenarios are irrigated using buried capillary
drip irrigation (KISSS USA, Irrigation Water Technologies America, Longmont, CO) at the
command of soil moisture sensors and a controller (CS-3500, Acclima, Meridian, ID). The
remaining three roofs, from each scenario, are non-irrigated. An additional four mini-roofs are
“soil only” (no plants), with two irrigated and two non-irrigated. Finally, an additional two miniroofs are outfitted with conventional, impervious roof material (insulated pavers). Each miniroof has a two percent slope so that stormwater may be captured via two separate drains: a floor
drain (under the soil) utilized to capture percolating water, and a surface drain (flush with the soil
surface) for sheet/overland flow (surface runoff). Each drain leads to a tipping bucket rain gauge
(TE-525, Campbell Scientific, Logan, UT) connected to a data logger (CR-800, Campbell
Scientific, Logan, UT) that measures runoff quantity during natural rain events (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Roof Drains and Tipping Buckets (Campbell TE-525)
The UAB Civil Engineering department has a weather station capable of measuring
temperature, rainfall duration and intensity, wind speed, dew point, sunrise and sunset,
barometric pressure, relative humidity, wind chill, wind direction, heat index, solar intensity, etc.
that will be used to measure and record the rainfall events.
Soil moisture and temperature sensors (EC-5, Decagon Devices, Pullman, WA) are buried in
two thirds of the planting / irrigation combinations, with data loggers recording each hour. Data
10
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is analyzed for differences among planted roofs, soil-only roofs, and conventional roofs;
differences by plant selection; differences between irrigated and non-irrigated roofs. Results are
used to determine if plant selection affects the amount of stormwater retained by extensive green
roofs.
Mini-roof construction began in April 2010. The structures were designed by the
aforementioned investigators and assembled by the Roofing Division of Facilities Management
at UAB (part of cost share obligation). As each mini-roof was completed, green roof soil (4
inches of green roof substrate {80% recycled Stalite Permatill® fines and 20% composted worm
castings}; LEED Extensive Mix, ITSaul Natural, Atlanta, GA)was hauled to the roof using a
bucket and pulley system. All mini-roofs were built and filled with soil in August 2010.
However, due to the planting and establishment parameters of the selected vegetation, the roof
systems were not able to be “completed” until November 2010 (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Completed UAB BEC Mini Roofs
The irrigation system was finalized in November 2010. Irrigation is applied separately to
each mini-roof when a preset low soil moisture level is reached according to readings from soil
moisture sensors. Tipping buckets and loggers were fully functional in January 2011. Since
January 2011, we have continuous data from the irrigation system, soil moisture probes (irrigated
and non-irrigated plots), surface and subsurface runoff volumes and rates, and ambient
environmental data from the on-site weather station.
Optimal Plant Matrix for Stormwater Retention and Peak Flow Reduction:
Preliminary results are presented later in the report. However, we will continue for the
foreseeable future to evaluate planting / irrigation schemes by the amount and rate of runoff
produced from different design storms. We will attempt to correlate these values with the density
of emerging root masses in each scenario as well as the transpiration rate of each species. Many
storm events have occurred since the experimental set-up was completed (January 2010, see
Table 1, Figure 5); however, we anticipate that differences by planting scheme and irrigation
application may not be completely evident until after the plants have been in place for at least a
full growing season. By this time, the plants will have had time to more fully envelop the soil
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surface and develop dense root masses (dependent upon inherent root morphology and sufficient
soil moisture).

Table 1: Experimental Rainfall Events
Event
2/25/2011
2/28/2011
3/27/2011
4/4/2011
4/11/2011

Rainfall
(in)
0.84
0.32
0.84
1.29
0.76

Duration
(hrs)
4
1
15
2
5

Peak
Intensity
(in/hr)
4.14
5.54
2.68
4.2
2.41

Design Storm
2 year
10 year
< 2 year
2 year
< 2 year

We will evaluate the density of root material in each planting/irrigation scenario at the end of
summer 2011 and determine if this can be further correlated with runoff values. The plants
selected for this project were chosen for their expected differences in transpiration rates and
morphology. We will determine transpiration rates for these plants actively growing on the roof
in the fall of 2011, but previous research indicates that the succulent species Sedum album will
have the lowest transpiration rate compared with the herbaceous perennial forb Phlox bifida and
the bunchgrass Bouteloua curtipendula. Körner et al. (1979) published the most comprehensive
data on maximum leaf conductance in vascular plants, including 13 morphologically and/or
ecologically distinct plant groups. Succulent species (such as Sedum) had the lowest maximum
leaf conductance of the groups examined (<0.4 cm s-1). Another group, perennials that inhabit
full sun conditions (which includes all non-succulent and non-grass selections), had values
ranging from 0.2-0.8 cm s-1. Finally, grasses had values ranging from about 0.2-0.7 cm s-1. The
authors utilized maximum leaf diffusive conductance for water vapor, rather than transpiration,
because it does not reflect the particular evaporative demand at a certain place and time. In this
way, it can serve as a measure for potential transpirational water loss of plants.
In addition to considering transpiration rates, the difference in monoculture versus
heteroculture plantings may contribute to the stormwater retention capacity of the mini-roofs.
Utilizing heterogenous plantings rather than monocultures is important in green roof situations.
Besides including many different species of plants to avoid total plant death from a particular
disease or stressor, it is advisable to utilize a great morphological diversity of plant material.
Even the simple addition of a single upright species like a bunchgrass amongst low-growing
Sedum spp. can improve visual diversity and habitat creation. Sedum spp. are very tolerant of dry
conditions but may not be very effective in retaining stormwater [Compton and Whitlow, 2006].
However, in a more morphologically heterogeneous mix, the low, mat-forming plants like Sedum
spp. may hold moisture in the soil to the benefit of different surrounding plants [Wolf and
Lundholm, 2008] that are more capable of evapotranspiration. Small-scale studies by Dunnett
and Kingsbury [2008] found that mixes of very different plant types retained more stormwater
than monocultures. Some grasses have drought-survival mechanisms that allow them to die back
to concealed resting tissues that rapidly produce new growth upon the return of water [Dunnett
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and Kingsbury, 2008]. In addition, grasses direct water down to the center of the plant for
absorption by shallow, dense root systems, making them very good at absorbing stormwater
[Rowe et al., 2003]. Evergreen foliage photosynthesizes year-round and thus is transpiring water
year-round, which may be important in wet winter conditions. Our mini-roof systems will
provide valuable information concerning the capacity of monoculture and heteroculture systems
for stormwater retention, though some of this information may not be evident until the plant
material has had time to adequately grow to cover the soil surface and develop dense root
masses.
Curve Numbers for Vegetated Roofs:
Preliminary results are presented later in the report. However, we will continue for the
foreseeable future to evaluate the effective curve number of vegetative roofs by the amount and
rate of runoff produced from different design storms. Many storm events have occurred since
the experimental set-up was completed (January 2010, see Table 1); however, we anticipate that
differences in the effective curve number of unique vegetative roof scenarios may not be
completely evident until after the plants have been in place for at least a full growing season. By
this time, the plants will have had time to more fully envelop the soil surface and develop dense
root masses (i.e. enhance hydraulic resistance and increase stormwater attenuation).
Innovative Green Roof Soil Substrates:
The United States Green Building Council Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
rating system (USGBC LEED) along with the greater sustainable environment movement has
tasked engineers with minimizing and reusing construction materials onsite rather than the
traditional method of landfilling construction debris. Of particular interest to this research is the
utilization of waste autoclaved aerated concrete as a vegetated roof soil substrate amendment.
Autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) is an environmentally-friendly building material that is
designed to save embodied energy while enhancing the overall quality of the structural member.
It is produced for use in interior and exterior walls, flooring, and roofing applications. Benefits of
AAC include: environmentally “green” building material, ease and cost of construction /
transportation, enhanced safety (excellent fire resistance), and exceptional energy savings. The
construction material is light in color and has a porous surface. AAC’s light weight allows it to
be utilized as a bulking agent within the soil substrate (lowering overall weight) and its color will
enhance solar reflection, thereby reflecting solar heat gains. Finally the porous surface of the
AAC waste products may yield additional moisture capture.
For this research element, water retention capabilities were observed within 3 substrate
mixes. The mixes were comprised of 100% vegetated roof soil (same as soil used in BEC
vegetated roofs), 80% vegetated roof soil combined with 20% crushed AAC, and 60% vegetated
roof soil combined with 40% crushed AAC. It was hypothesized that an increased amount of
AAC would increase the water holding capacity of the substrate allowing the plants within the
pot to maintain more water over time. This hypothesis was tested using 3 species of plants;
Sedum album (succulent), Phlox bifida (evergreen flowering plant), and Bouteloua curtipendula
(bunch grass). These soil amendment experiments were conducted in a controlled environment
(UAB laboratory greenhouse). The mixes were arranged in randomized block order. The
conditions within the greenhouse were maintained at an average of 67⁰F and an average
humidity of 60%. Preliminary results are presented later in the report.
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Results and Discussion:
Optimal Plant Matrix for Stormwater Retention and Peak Flow Reduction:
Across all measured storms (see Figure 5) and various green roof planting scenarios the peak rate
of runoff was reduced by 95%, with a standard deviation of 3%. Furthermore, the green roof’s
attenuated an average of 71% of available rainfall. This attenuation of flow was often coupled
with significant detention of runoff >24 hours (see Figure 6). Based on the available data (see
Table 2), it is premature to statistically evaluate differences between planting / irrigation
schemes. However, it is interesting to observe that irrigated treatments show a slight trend in
having a higher attenuation of rainfall. We anticipate that differences in the flow reduction and
retention of stormwater of unique vegetative roof scenarios may not be completely evident until
after the plants have been in place for at least a full growing season. By this time, the plants will
have had time to more fully envelop the soil surface and develop dense root masses (dependent
upon inherent root morphology and sufficient soil moisture).

Figure 5: Comparison of Rainfall Events to Regional Design Storms
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Figure 6: Typical Floor Drain Hydrograph
Table 2: Average Reduction in Peak Flow Rate and Attenuated Volume % Observed During
Experimental Storm Events.
Greenroof Scenario

Runoff/Rain (Peak)

Attenuated
Volume (%)

Irrigated Grass
Non-Irrigated Grass
Irrigated Sedum
Non-Irrigated
Sedum
Irrigated Phlox
Non-Irrigated Phlox
Irrigated Mixed
Non-Irrigated Mixed
Irrigated Soil
Non-Irrigated Soil

4%
5%
5%

61%
49%
61%

7%
7%
6%
3%
4%
4%
5%

50%
43%
61%
58%
70%
71%
61%

Curve Numbers for Vegetated Roofs:
Methodology utilized to evaluate the effective curve number for the various greenroof treatment
scenarios was consistent with previous efforts [Carter and Rasmussen, 2008; Prowell, 2006;
Getter et al., 2007; and Stumme, 2008]. Preliminary results are presented in Figure 7 and Table
3.
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Figure 7: Curve Numbers Observed During Experimental Storm Events
Table 3: Average Curve Numbers Observed During Experimental Storm Events.
Greenroof Scenario

Attenuated
Volume (%)

Irrigated Grass
Non-Irrigated Grass
Irrigated Sedum
Non-Irrigated
Sedum
Irrigated Phlox
Non-Irrigated Phlox
Irrigated Mixed
Non-Irrigated Mixed
Irrigated Soil
Non-Irrigated Soil

61%
49%
61%

Curve
Number (All
Storms)
78
85
82

50%
43%
61%
58%
70%
71%
61%

80
84
82
86
81
84
83

Across all measured storms and various greenroof planting scenarios, an average NRCS Curve
Number (CN) of 82, with a standard deviation of 8, was calculated. This represents a 16%
enhancement versus a conventional roof (CN = 98). Based on the available data, it is premature
to statistically evaluate differences between planting / irrigation schemes. However, it is
interesting to observe that irrigated treatments show a slight trend in having a lower CN value.
We anticipate that differences in the effective curve number of unique vegetative roof scenarios
may not be completely evident until after the plants have been in place for at least a full growing
season. By this time, the plants will have had time to more fully envelop the soil surface and
develop dense root masses (i.e. enhance hydraulic resistance and increase stormwater
attenuation).
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Innovative Green Roof Soil Substrates:
Over the course this investigation, a decreasing trend in water loss (i.e., enhance moisture
retention), consistent with hypothesis, was observed for those soils augmented with increasing
concentrations of AAC (see Figures 8 and 9). The volume of water loss was determined by
obtaining the difference in initial and final weights of the planted pots within 1 hour of water
being added to the substrate, as well as over a 3 day period. Preliminary data indicates that at the
time of planting, soils containing up to 40% AAC help to retain early moisture content. As the
plants develop, the continuation of these trends is influenced by the plant species. However,
visual observations indicate that the high levels of AAC do not hinder plant development and or
water retention versus conventional green roof soil media. While additional research is
necessary to substantiate these preliminary observations, ongoing research provides an initial
validation that AAC can be effectively incorporated into greenroof media. This will allow for
the AAC augmented soils to take advantage of additional benefits (i.e., reduction of structural
weight, reflectance, and the potential for enhance moisture retention).

Figure 8: Experimental Blocks of AAC-Augmented Greenroof Soils.
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Figure 9: Preliminary Moisture Retention Capacities of AAC-Augmented Greenroof Soils.
Conclusions:
This report details first year results of the field investigation of plant species and soil
matrices for developing sustainable vegetative roof systems for use in the southeastern United
States, namely Birmingham Alabama. Experimental results show no statistical differences
between planting / irrigation schemes for the amount and rate of runoff produced from different
design storms (2 yr +). However, as evident in the NRCS curve number data, the various green
roof applications are consistent with those observed in published research outside the
investigational area (~82). It is anticipated that differences by planting scheme and irrigation
application may not become completely evident until after the plants have been in place for at
least one or more full growing seasons. By this time, the plants will have had time to more fully
envelop the soil surface and develop dense root masses (dependent upon inherent root
morphology and sufficient soil moisture). Finally, the inclusion of AAC (a construction waste
product) into green roof soils was observed to positively influence moisture retention in the
substrate. This water retention capacity coupled with additional features of the mixed media
warrants continued research.
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A. Statement of the problem and research objectives
Globalization of the nitrogen cycle
In the last century, humans have significantly altered the global nitrogen (N) cycle,
resulting in a dramatic increase in the rate at which „fixed‟ (or biologically active) N is created
globally. The magnitude and scale of this increase has been remarkable: since 1970 alone, the
rate at which N2 has been fixed has gone up by 120% worldwide (Galloway et al. 2008).
Excessive N inputs to ecological systems are linked to several environmental concerns, including

the eutrophication of inland freshwater and marine ecosystems, and the loss of species diversity
e.g., Carpenter et al. 1998, Smith et al. 1999). Increasingly, elevated N inputs are also being
linked to ecological changes that have negative consequence for human health (Townsend et al.
2003), including the distribution and abundance of key disease vectors, as well as the occurrence
of harmful algal blooms (HABs, Cottingham et al. 2003). For these reasons, understanding
controls on the cycling and fate of reactive nitrogen in regional landscape remain an
important research priority.
The role of denitrification in the nitrogen cycle
Given concern over this escalation in N inputs to ecosystems, much current research
focuses on understanding how bioavailable forms of N are transformed, transported, and retained
within landscapes (e.g., Seitzinger et al. 2006, Mullholland et al. 2008). Indeed, large-scale
budgets indicate that only 20-25% of the N added to the biosphere is exported to oceans
(Howarth et al. 1996). This suggests that a significant N sink must exist within landscapes, and
denitrification within riparian and aquatic habitats has been identified as the process most likely
responsible for this N removal. Denitrification is a heterotrophic process in which organic
matter oxidation to CO2 is coupled to the reduction of dissolved nitrate (NO3-) and nitrite (NO2-).
This is carried out by bacteria in anoxic, or low-oxygen environments (where O2 is < ~0.2
mg/L), with an end product of nitrogen gas (N2 or N2O). Bacteria capable of denitrification are
widespread in soils and sediments, and this process can occur throughout terrestrial, freshwater,
and marine environments. Importantly, denitrification is thought to be the primary
mechanism by which bioavailable N can be permanently removed from ecosystems.
Eutrophication in the Mobile River Basin
Widespread nutrient enrichment within the Mobile River Basin of the southeastern US
has the potential to increase the delivery of nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) to ecosystem of the
Gulf Coast. This notion is supported by research showing that variation phytoplankton
abundance in several Mobile Bay estuaries is directly linked to differences in N delivery from
the upstream catchment (Lehrter 2008), and is presaged by well-documented eutrophication in
the northern Gulf of Mexico associated with nutrient delivery from the Mississippi River
(Rabalais et al. 2002, Dodds 2006, Turner et al. 2008).
The extent to which nutrient enrichment and associated
anoxic conditions persist in the Mobile Bay is largely
unknown; however, reducing N transport to
Alabama‟s coastal waterways will likely ameliorate
possible loss of commercial and recreational value due
to hypoxic events similar to the Dead Zones widely
observed in the Gulf of Mexico. The goal of this
proposed research is to evaluate the patterns and
controls on sediment denitrification within the
Cahaba River, a key drainage system within the
Mobile basin in central Alabama.
One key observation motivating this research
Fig. 1: Dissolved inorganic nitrogen (N) concentration
comes from a long-term survey of stream chemistry
from six sampling stations located along the Cahaba
from multiple stations located along the Cahaba
River, AL. Sites correspond to USGS monitoring
stations and include: Liberty (1), Acton (2), Helena (3),
River (Fig 1; data from UA, Center for Freshwater
Centerville (4), Suttle (5), and Marion Junction (6).

Studies). These show sharp increases in N concentration associated with Birmingham, AL,
followed by a clear decline downstream of the urban environment. Even correcting for the
effects of dilution downstream, these data indicate a strong potential for N removal in this
river, and the goal of our research is to help explain this observation. We chose to do this
using two approaches, the first of which involved work at the scale of the entire river,
encompassing 6 sampling sites, 2 upstream of the Fall Line in the Valley and Ridge
physiographic province, 2 downstream of the Fall Line in the Coastal Plain physiographic
province, and 2 along the Fall Line itself. This work was outlined in our 2009-10 proposal, and
results suggested that the biological “hot spot” for N retention in the Cahaba River is associated
with the shoal habitat found along the Fall Line. As a consequence, we focused a second project
(proposal for 2010-11 funding) specifically on the shoal habitat, giving full attention to the
temporal dynamics found at only one of the 6 original sites used in the previous year‟s work.
For ease of discussion we refer to the first year of funding as “Cahaba I”, and the second year of
funding as “Cahaba II”.
B. Explanation of the research methodology used
During both the first and second year of our USGS funding our research was organized into three
elements (RE I-III) that included both laboratory and field activities.
FUNDING YEAR 2009-10:
1) For RE I and II, we collected sediments from 6 locations in the Cahaba River as well
as elsewhere in the Mobile drainage. With these, we carried out experiments designed
to quantify rates of denitrification, including an assessment of the relative importance
of dissolved NO3- and labile carbon as drivers of this process. Denitrification
potential assays (DNPs), involve a direct measure of anaerobic respiration in bottle
experiments that are amended with varying levels of nitrate and an organic carbon
source (glucose). To complete DNP assays, sediments are homogenized in the field
from several subsamples at a site, brought into the laboratory, and a known mass
placed into gas-tight sampling bottles. Water from each site is then amended with N
and/or C and added to sampling bottles, bottles are then flushed with N2 gas to create
an anaerobic environment, and acetylene is added. Acetylene blocks the conversion
of N2O to N2(g) during denitrification, so accumulation of N2O over time in bottle
headspace represents net denitrification. Because resource limitation and oxygen
inhibition are alleviated through nutrient additions and purging bottles with N2, these
measurements represent rates under ideal conditions (hence the name „potentials‟).
2) A subsample of the same sediments collected at 6 sites and used for measuring
denitrification was preserved in the field for microbial community analysis. This
approach for evaluating the denitrifier communities uses genetic tools to measure
gene expression (mRNA) in un-manipulated sediment communities. For this analysis,
samples are immediately preserved upon collection in the field to capture in situ
activity. Gene expression measurements in these preserved samples targets the genes
coding for a critical dentirification enzyme, nitrite reductase (gene abbreviation, nir).
We are using the variation in different nir sequences found in sediments along the
Cahaba River to “fingerprint” the denitrifier community. Our fingerprinting method,
called terminal restriction length polymorphisms (T-RFLP), can be used to

distinguish changes in denitrifier community structure that might be indicative of
shifts in N cycling along the Cahaba River. Using quantitative PCR (qPCR), we can
measure the number of copies of the nir genes found in the samples after DNA and
RNA extraction. The more copies of the genes, the more active those enzymes are in
the sample. Measurements using qPCR will be completed this summer for both
funding years.
3) For RE III, we completed field studies to estimate ecosystem metabolism (gross
primary production; GPP and ecosystem respiration; ER) along a channel continuum
in the Cahaba River using the same sites as for RE 1 and II. River metabolism was
measured by monitoring changes in dissolved oxygen (DO) in the water column by
recording readings every 10 minutes using a YSI sondes instrument. We will use diel
measurements of dissolved oxygen to make estimates of GPP, and R (and GPP/R)
following standard single-station mass balance approaches. These metrics can be
used to estimate the assimilative N demand in different sections of the river (e.g.,
above and below the fall line), and at different seasons. Further, this effort will allow
us to explore potential indirect links between river productivity and denitrification
estimates made in the lab. For this effort, we collected additional environmental
samples (water chemistry, turbidity, chlorophyll a, etc.) to help interpret and/or
explain spatial and temporal patterns in biological activity. In addition, we conducted
a pilot study to explore the potential use of via membrane inlet mass spectrometry
(MIMS) to make estimates of whole-system denitrification using N2 mass-balance.
To date, however, we have been unsuccessful in the application of this method in the
Cahaba River.
FUNDING YEAR 2010-11:
1) In the first RE (REI), we evaluated the relationship between nitrate retention along
the reach as it relates to in-stream flow, documenting nitrate mass balance within a
study reach at varying discharge levels throughout the year. This was accomplished
by taking samples of surface water at 100 m-intervals along 3 km of river from a
canoe.
2) The second research element (REII) evaluated the relationship between nitrate
retention along the reach and direct uptake of N by primary producers (the vascular
plant Justicia americana), quantifying net primary production and C:N chemistry of
both macrophytes and algae. This was completed by collecting 5 samples of above
ground and below ground biomass of J.americana within one shoal, then quantifying
the biomass of each compartment (belowground vs. above ground), drying the
material and grinding it into a powder to be run for C:H:N analysis.
3) The third element evaluated the relationship between nitrate retention along the reach
and the indirect effect of the macrophytes on rates of denitrification. This included
characterization of the local heterogeneity in physical and chemical characteristics of
sediments as they are related to the physical structure of the macrophyte beds, and
invovlved measurements of denitrification potential associated with sediments
collected from under the J. americana patches sampled in REII. In addition, in the
third element we measured denitrifier community structure and activity using
molecular techniques (T-RFLP and qPCR) and compared these with laboratory

measurements of denitrification potential to evaluate hotspots of denitrifier activity.
These molecular analyses will be completed this summer.
Together, results from laboratory and field research shed light on the relative role of direct and
indirect effects of macrophyte beds in the Cahaba Shoals on N retention in Alabama streams and
rivers.

C. Principal findings and their significance
Cahaba I Grant (2009-10)
#1 The first objective of this study was to evaluate the controls on sediment denitrification along
a stream continuum in the Cahaba River.
There were no strong differences observed in potential denitrification in river sediments
collected from Valley Ridge, Fall Line, and Coastal Plain study sites (Figure 2). During the
summer, there was some evidence for elevated rates of activity along the Fall Line relative to
other sites, but these differences were not statistically significant, owing to high variability
observed among replicates. Similarly, within sites, there was little evidence for strong
seasonality in potential denitrification at Ridge and Valley and Coastal Plain sites; however,
along the Fall Line there was an increase in activity between spring and summer sampling
periods. Finally, results from denitrification kinetic assays were variable among sites and
sampling times (Figure 3). In general, additions of nitrate and/or labile carbon to sediments had
no consistent effects on denitrification potential observed during these 4 hr incubations with only
two exceptions. The first exception was during the winter, when Coastal Plain sites were colimited by N and C, possibly due to the very low primary production (and thus labile C
availability) in the system during this period. Secondly, when the two locations on the Fall Line
were evaluated separately, we found denitrification at the site in the center of the Fall Line with
abundant macrophytes was N limited (data not shown). We hypothesize that the increase in
denitrifier biomass due to increased labile organic carbon supply from the macrophyte resulted in
local N limitation that was alleviated through NO3- amendment. Furthermore, we suspect that the
sequestration of water column nitrate by increased algal production prevents the delivery of
nitrate to microbes living in the subsurface of these macrophyte beds, and this is a hypothesis we
are currently exploring.
Overall, results suggest a persistent but low capacity for sediment denitrification in
Cahaba River, regardless of regional position, or background nitrate concentration. The rates
presented here represent 100-200 umol of N2 consumed per m2 per hour, which is within the
range of published values, but on the low end of the spectrum. We calculated the loss of N via
microbial conversion of N2 using simple assumptions about the area of the river benthos along
the Fall Line, an average denitrification rate, and an average value for discharge and nitrate
concentrations in the water column. Given these assumptions, denitrification potentially
consumes from 10-35% of the inorganic N load in the Cahaba River, but more work is required
to refine this number. The lack of systematic effects - at all sites and seasons - of amending
sediments with nitrate and labile carbon was surprising, and suggests that initial population sizes
of sediment denitrifiers was too low to produce more typical kinetic responses to these
experimental additions.

#2 Our second objective was to determine how spatial and temporal patterns of benthic
denitrification along a river continuum relate to the structure of microbial communities.
The two functional genes we measured (nirK and nirS) do not exist in the same microbial
species, and have been found to differ in their ability to respond to fluctuations in dissolved
oxygen (DO). These differences in response to DO fluctuations suggest that the composition of
the microbial community may determine how rates of denitrification respond to disturbances
such as flooding or geomorphic variation that can control the supply of DO to subsurface
sediments. In our samples, the diversity of nirK gene fragments was lower than that found for
nirS, and the community structure associated with each gene differed with physiographic
province (Figure 4). There were no differences in community structure when evaluating nirS
gene diversity between the physiographic provinces, nor were there significant seasonal patterns
(Figure 4a). However, when focusing on the nirK gene community structure, we found
differences on the Coastal Plain communities, as compared to Valley and Ridge and at the Fall
Line, although again no seasonal patterns (Figure 4b). These differences suggest that there is
variation between these three geomorphically distinct regions in the delivery of DO to the
subsurface, which likely influences the structure of nirK gene-containing denitrifier
communities. Continued analysis of these samples, as well as those collected to meet our first
objective, represents the central portion of the MS research of Corianne Tatariw, who plans to
graduate in December 2011.
#3) Our final objective of this study was to understand the capacity for denitrification to remove
NO3- in the field, for stream and river reaches of variable size and N loading.
We monitored diel oxygen, light, and temperature from 5 locations along the Cahaba River at
approximately monthly intervals for 1 year (Table 1, Figure 5). In conjunction with these
measurements, we also collected samples for water chemistry (nitrate, ammonium, and soluble
reactive phosphorus), turbidity, and planktonic chlorophyll a (Table 1). We are currently in the
process of using both empirical and inverse modeling techniques to generate estimates of gross
primary production (GPP), respiration (R), and net ecosystem production (NEP) at all sites and
dates from these diel observations. This work is a central element of Elise Chapman‟s
dissertation at the University of Alabama. We will use these metabolic estimates in a series of
multivariate statistical tests to ask how seasonal changes in water temperature, nutrient
availability, discharge, and turbidity drive temporal variability in rates of ecosystem metabolism
among Valley and Ridge, Fall Line, and Coastal Plain reaches. In addition, we will use
measurements of ecosystem metabolism in conjunction with estimates of algal and microbial
C:N:P stoichiometry, to make calculations of the potential biological demand for nutrients in
different reaches of the Cahaba River over seasonal times scales. Analyses will be complete by
December 2011.

Cahaba II Grant (2010-11)
#1 The goal in Objective 1 was to determine how seasonal changes in hydrology influence N
retention.

To do this we use a lagrangian approach where we tracked a parcel of water downstream in a
canoe and sampled the surface water at a regular distance interval to determine how chemistry
changed over time as it interacted with the biota. These samples were used to determine the
decline in N and P as the water moves through shoal habitat (Figure 6a), which should vary
throughout the growing season if assimilation of N by the dominant macrophyte, Justicia
americana, is an important mechanism of nitrate loss in the river reach (Figure 6b). Our initial
attempt at this approach illustrated significant declines in the NO3- along a 3 km reach of shoal
habitat. We are currently repeating this technique several times over of the course of seasonal
macrophyte growth to assess how these primary production influence the nitrogen cycle.
#2 The goal of Objective 2 was to estimate net primary production (NPP) of algae and the
dominant macrophyte (Justicia americana) within the shoals, and to combine this information
with tissue chemistry (%N) and areal coverage of shoals to estimate autotrophic N demand by
this habitat.
We measured above and belowground biomass of 5 randomly selected Justicia americana
patches of a designated size approximately every 3 weeks during the growing season of 2010
(Figure 7). We found above ground height of the plants was a poor predictor of biomass, but that
belowground and aboveground biomass were correlated. Plant samples were dried and
homogenized to determine the C:N content of the biomass (samples currently being processed).
Areal photography was taken and is being used to determine the percent area of the stream
benthos covered by the macrophytes through manipulation of the georeferenced images in
ArcView. Assuming an average of 250 g of J. americana grew per square meter in a 70 day
period (Figure 8) with an average C:N of 25 and 20% coverage of the study reach, we calculated
that of the nitrate loss measured in June 2010 along the 3 km reach, assimilation of N from the
water column by macrophytes was 5-15% of the water column load. Using the same
assumptions, belowground biomass can incorporate 4 times the amount of stream-water nitrate
that above ground biomass does; therefore, macrophytes likely play an important role in direct
assimilation of nitrate and removal from the water column while they are growing. This
mechanism of N retention, however, likely declines from August to October, and water column
algal production may become a more important mechanism of N retention later in the summer.
#3 The goal of Objective 3 was to determine if macrophytes alter local sediment characteristics
and as a result increase rates of denitrification above those found in reaches without shoals.
Potential rates of denitrification were measured 7 times throughout the growing season
under 5 patches in the shoals. Three treatments were established to test for nitrogen and carbon
limitation, as well as carbon and nitrogen co-limitation (Figure 7). We found that, later in the
growing season, potential dentrification rates declined and became strongly limited by nitrate.
This is potentially due to the increased utilization of N by planktonic algae, periphyton, and the
macrophytes themselves, which would then prevent heterotrophic bacteria from acquiring these
nutrients. As stated above, we are currently testing the hypothesis that competition for nitrate by
primary producers prevents delivery of those resources to denitrifiers living in the midst of
macrophyte patches, creating N limitation for these microbes despite the high N concentrations
usually found in the surface water. In addition, we are exploring patterns in community structure
under each patch using T-RFLP, and results to date suggest that the community structure is

changing in response the growth of the macrophytes (Figure 9). We also found that the biomass
of the plants in the rhizosphere is negatively correlated with the DNP rates and have generated
several hypotheses as to why this might be (Figure 10). One is that the delivery of N to the
interior of patches declines as algal and/or macrophyte growth throughout the growing season
increases and sequesters nutrients, lowering DNP. A second is that the physical structure of the
macrophyte rhizosphere limits movement of water and nutrients into the subsurface. Nutrient
concentrations in the Cahaba River increase throughout the summer, so there is no concern that
declining DNP is due to N supply from the basin. A third possibility is that sediment-associated
denitrification rates do not adequately represent the activity of anaerobic microorganisms in the
rhizosphere complex (root plus sediments), and therefore our use of only sediment without intact
plant rhizomes in laboratory incubations is not representative of field rates.

CP

Figure 2. Rates of denitrification within 3 geomorphically-distinct areas of the Cahaba
River. Two locations were sampled for each area of the river. Unamended rates for each for
each season (a) are compared to seasonally-determined rates in response to nitrate and
carbon amendment (b-e).
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Figure 3. Response of denitrification to varying levels of nitrate addition in laboratory
incubations at each site in early summer and late summer. For the Fall Line site not shown
carbon and nitrate additions were only made at the highest levels, so no kinetics curves are
provided.
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Figure 4. Graphical representation in a multidimensional scaling plot of the similarities in nirS
gene sequences in samples collected simultaneously with the Cahaba River sediments used for
denitrification measurements. An analysis of similarity (ANOSIM) was used to determine if
there were statistically significant differences in the three major geomorphically-defined areas
(VR, FL, CP). Global R and p value for each ANOSIM are shown, with the only significant
pairwise comparisons being between CP and the other two areas for the nirK gene.
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Table 1. Sampling periods and parameters measured for the river metabolism portion of the
Cahaba I.

DATE

DO

Water
Temp

June
July
August
September
November
December
January
March
May

all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
4 sites
all 5 sites

all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
4 sites
all 5 sites

Incident Channel
Light
Depth
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
4 sites
all 5 sites

all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
all 5 sites
4 sites
all 5 sites

Surface Surface Surface Surface
water
water
water
water
+
Turbidity NO3
DIP
DOC BDOC *
NH4
all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites
all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites
all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites
all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites
all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites
all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites
all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites
4 sites
4 sites 4 sites 4 sites 4 sites 4 sites
all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites all 5 sites

*Biologically available DOC determined as the loss of DOC during a 30-day laboratory
incubation of water in the dark.
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Figure 5. Diel patterns in dissolved oxygen saturation throughout the year at 5 sites along the
Cahaba River.
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Figure 6. (a) Surface water chemistry along a 3 km-river reach within the Fall Line. (b)
Hypothesized changes in the decline in surface water nitrate as water moves through shoal
habitat at the Fall Line.
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Figure 7. (a) Changes in aboveground biomass of Justicia americana at 5 plots sampled
throughout the growing season in shoal habitat found on the Fall Line. (b) Changes in
belowground biomass of Justicia americana at 5 plots sampled throughout the growing season in
shoal habitat found on the Fall Line. (c) Plant height within the quadrat from which aboveground
biomass of Justicia americana was sampled (d) Relationship between above and belowground
biomass of Justicia Americana
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Figure 8. Response of sediment denitrifier communities found under Justicia americana patches
in the shoals at the Fall Line to amendments of nitrogen and carbon in laboratory measurements
of denitrification.
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Figure 9. Multidimensional scaling plot of the relationships between microbial community
structure in sediments collected from below Justicia americana patches during the early growing
season. 16S rDNA genes were used to generate T-RFLP data that could then been analyzed for
similarities between dates. These differences were found to be statistically significant between
24 June and 14 July using ANOSIM (R=0.713, p=0.001).
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Figure 10. Relationship between belowground biomass of Justicia americana a the
denitrification potential for sediments below the rooting zone of the plant.
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D. Conclusions
Combined, these two research projects provide a multi-scale assessment of ecosystem
function along the Cahaba River. The broad-scale assessment described in Cahaba I illustrated
subtle differences in potential denitrification and denitrifiers communities among the threee
major physiographic regions, and suggests only a limited capacity for this process to exert
influence on downstream N transport. This „upscaling‟ for potential denitrification assays should
be interpreted with caution, however, and more work is required to fully understand the potential
importance of this process in the Cahaba. On the other hand, the broad-scale assessment of
ecoystem metabolism (still in progress) suggests the potential for rather large differences in GPP,
R, and NEP over both time and space along this river system. In a general sense, these results
will contribute to a recent and growing body of literature that seeks to better understand the basic
ecosytem properties of mid- to large-size rivers. These results will also allow us to evaluate the
potential for biological activity in mediate N transport in this sytem. In Cahaba II, we focus
research on „riverine shoal reaches‟ that appear to have the greatest potential for N rention in this
river system. To date, our results suggest that the direct use of nutrients by dominant river
macrophytes may represent a significant N sink in these ecosystems. In addition, relationships
between seasonal macrophyte growth and sediment denitrification suggest important and
interesting interactions between primary producers and sediment heterotrophs. Specifically,
results indicate the competition for for NO3 in the water column – both by macrophytes and
suspended algae – may serve to reduce the delivery of this resource to sediment denitrifiers.
Importantly, because assimilitive uptake by plants and algae represents only transient N uptake,
the degree to which these primary producers indirectly inhibit sediment denitrification has
potential implications for the long term transport of N to the Mobile Bay.
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